Coupled fast mode resonances (cFMRs) in the outer magnetosphere, be- 
. At the resonant eld line, position x r (x, y, z correspond to the radial, 21 azimuthal and eld-aligned co-ordinates respectively throughout), they satisfy . Samson et al. [1991 Samson et al. [ , 1992 
and nding eigenmodes [Samson et al., 1992 [Samson et al., , 1995 . The turning point introduces a phase 57 shift (weakly dependent on k y ) of π/2 [Rickard and Wright , 1994] . Considering the mag-58 netopause as perfectly reecting (nodal boundary condition), the eigenmodes correspond 59 to Φ (x r ) = π n − The cFMR theory detailed in equations 14 was applied to these proles for l = 13 141 and |m| = 010 (0.5 spacing). While in idealised box/cylinder models the fast and Alfvén 142 modes are decoupled for m = 0 [Southwood , 1974] , this is not the case in more represen-143 tative geometries [Radoski , 1971] . We use the quantisation condition
whereby odd n correspond to modes with an antinode at the magnetopause (e.g. n = 1 is In Figure 1dl , we plot the median (lines) and interquartile ranges (error bars) for those Here we assess the variability in cFMR frequencies due to density alone. [Wright , 1994; Wright , 1994, 1995] higher Alfvén speeds, with the opposite true when decreasing it. This variability due to 238 the magnetic eld is 21 ± 1% (dawn), 24 ± 5% (noon) and 21 ± 2% (dusk). Therefore, at 239 dawn the spread in frequency due to changes in the magnetic eld is comparable to that 240 of the density, whereas at noon and dusk these eects are small. 
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Since we treat densities and magnetic elds independently, we combine these sources of 242 variability to arrive at the overall relative spread in cFMR frequencies. These are found 
